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ABSTRACT. This paper is the study of a class of forms n on a complex manifold V
which are smooth onV — W and have poles of kernel type on a complex submanifold W

of codimension d; such a form is one whose pull-back to the monoidal transform of V

along IF has a logarithmic pole. A global existence theorem is proved which asserts that

any smooth form qp on Wof filtration s (no (p, q) components with p < s) is the residue of

a form n of filtration s + d such that dr¡ is smooth on V. This result is used to construct

global kernels for 3 which establish similar global existence theorems for W with

singularities. We then establish formulas connecting intersection and wedge product on the

¿-cohomology theory of Dolbeault which preserve the Hodge filtration. A number of

results are also proved on the integrability of f*t\ where/is a rather general holomorphic

map.

Introduction. This paper contains the study of a certain class of residue forms

on a complex manifold and the application of these forms to establish some

imtersection formulas. The formula of §7 in particular, which has applications to

algebraic geometry, depends strongly on the complex structure of the manifold.

Therefore, the residue theory of this paper is based on the d" operator and

Dolbeault cohomology rather than the d operator and de Rham cohomology.

We will use the theory of currents, or forms with coefficients that are Schwartz

distributions. In general on a manifold we may write such a current v as du + [<p]

where m is a current and [<p] is the current defined by a smooth form. If u is the

current defined by a locally Ü form tj, we say that this is a residue formula for v

and that tj is a residue form. Our interest will center on the case when v is given

by integration over a submanifold or subvariety and tj is C00 except for poles of

a certain type along the support of v.

The connection of residue formulas with intersections is in trying to define

v A u for two currents, which cannot be done in general. If v — d{n] + [<p] and

u is of order zero, i.e., has coefficients which are measures and if tj is integrable

with respect to u, then we can set v A u = </(ij A «) — ç> A u ± n A du, if

j] A du is defined also.

In [28] de Rham shows that if u and v are the currents of integration over two

transversal smooth chains then u A v is defined and equals the current of

integration over the intersection. He uses the method of smoothing operators;
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164 J. R. KING

this method will not work for some of the intersection formulas studied here

because smoothing does not preserve the (p, q) type of a current. In the residue

approach above, however, if v,rj and <p have certain types, then so will the exterior

product v A h.

In §§1-3 we define forms with simple kernel type along a complex submanifold

W and establish the existence of global residue forms tj of this type so that

[W] = d[rj] + [xp]. This is done by showing that the subcomplex of the complex

of all currents generated by these forms gives Dolbeault and de Rham resolutions

ofC,ß', andß".

In §4 we use this existence theory to construct global kernels for the d"

operator on V x V; the operator associated to such a residue kernel gives global

residue formulas for more general currents, including integration currents over

complex subvarieties.

These residue forms have remarkable integration properties with respect to

pull-back by holomorphic maps; for example, under quite weak conditions the

restriction of such a form to a subvariety is locally I) on the subvariety. These

results are proved in §5, along with a generalization to the continuity theorem of

[19] to include residue forms.

In §6, using these residue forms we define intersection of complex analytic

subvarieties as v A u by the process indicated above. This definition coincides

with the usual one.

An intersection formula for chains whose boundaries are analytic subvarieties

is proved in §7; this can be applied to the theory of intermediate Jacobian

varieties developed in [10]. In this section a theory of intersection of currents with

a complex submanifold is developed.

The operation of taking a residue defines an operation in cohomology and a

dual operation in homology. We discuss how this relates to our theory in §8.

The methods of proof are mostly quite elementary except for the use of

Hironaka's resolution of singularities to simplify certain arguments about integ-

rability in §§5 and 6. This approach avoids the direct use of Federer's geometric

measure theory found in [18] and [19], but ideas from this theory are still found

in this paper. The key idea in all the paper is the use of the strong functorial

properties of the logarithmic differential t~ldt.

We have not discussed the real case here, but much of the intersection theory

would carry over.

Finally, we would like to mention some other recent work in this area; a

general survey can be found in [24]. In [13] and [14] is an approach to residues

using poles of higher order than in this paper. Also, Poly has announced results

about residues for the «/-operator which are closer to those of this paper [27]. He

establishes global residue formulas and applies them to study the homology of

subvarieties and the cohomology of their complements. For this reason, although

our methods here would also yield some results in this direction, we have only

mentioned them cursorily in §8.
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0. Preliminaries. If V is an oriented (always paracompact) C°° manifold, we

denote by Ar(V) the space of C-valued r-forms and by Arc(V) the subspace of

forms with compact support. The dual spaces of Arc(V) and Ar(V) in their usual

C00 topologies [29] are, respectively, %(V), the space of currents of dimension r,

and ê'r(V) C ^)'r(V), the space of currents with compact support. If dimR V = n,

it will sometimes be convenient to write <SD'"~'(K) = %(V) and &'"~r(V)
= K(V).

There is a natural injection Ar(V) °* tf)'r(V) (cf. (1.1)) and the exterior

derivative may be extensed to d: ^"(V) -> 6D'r+1(^) by setting

(o.i) m<p) = H)r+V<*p)

for some u E <$"(¥) and any rp G A^r~l(V).

If F is a complex manifold of complex dimension m, we also have the spaces

AM(V) and A™(V) of Cco(p,q) forms and C°(p,q) forms with compact

support. There are also <¡¡)'M(V) and &M(V), where <%'M(V) C ^,p+"(V) is the

dual space of A'^~p'm~q(V), etc. The operator d = d' + ¿/" as usual, where

d»: cd'm(^) _» <3)*»+i(K) is given by

(0.2) d"u(<p) = (-\)^+iu(d'tp)

for any <p G /4™_í'm_«_1(F). The currents in 6¡)'M(V) can be considered as (p, q)

forms with distribution coefficients.

Iff: Vx -> 1$ is a C00 map, it induces/» : S;(K) -» &'r(V2) by

(0.3) /*"(<?) = "(/*?)

for any <p G /f (I^X where/*: Ar(V2) -* Ar(Vx) is the usual pull-back map. If the

Ifare complex manifolds and/is holomorphic, then ft: &'p'q(Vx) -* &'p~d^~d(V2),

where d = dime Vx — dime V2. The map/* can be extended to all currents u such

that /1 supp m is proper; if / is proper (i.e., /"' of any compact set is compact)

then/» extends to all of %(Vx).

The sheaves Wv, typ9, %ry, and %pf are the sheaves of germs of forms or

currents in Ar(V), AM(V), <^'r(V), and <^'M(V), respectively. For complex V,

the sheaves 0V and Qj} are the sheaves of holomorphic functions and holomorphic

(p, 0) forms. The sheaf Û$ C QÇ is the sheaf of holomorphic forms t// with

dty = 0; 0° = Cv the constant sheaf.

In general, given a sheaf ^on V, we will write TSTor T(V,^). Also if

ço -L> £1 -i» c2 -> • • •

is a cochain complex, HP(C',8) or just HP(C) is thepth cohomology group of

the complex.

For the theory of currents, see [28] or [29], for manifolds and sheaves [16].

A complex space X is a ringed space locally isomorphic to a complex analytic

subvariety in C* with the holomorphic functions on the subvariety. All complex
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spaces will be reduced (see [12]). We denote by Reg X, Sing X, the locus of

regular and singular points of X.

As in [2], AM(X) may be defined locally for X G C by AM(X)

= AM(CN)/I^, where Ig« is the space of (p, q) forms <p such that i*<p = 0,

where /': Reg X ^> CN is the inclusion. The currents <%'M(X) C ^'^(C") are

those currents that annihilate i£-p>n-i. We also define the other A, % and S

spaces as for V; f* and/» are defined (this requires an argument).

Given a collection GM indexed by integers p and q we write

(0.4) F'G' = 2 G1"-".
y      ' k>p

Thus F"Ar(V), Fp%y, etc., are forms and currents 2 audzldz-J with |7| > p.

Given a complex manifold or space, dimension means complex dimension

unless otherwise specified. For W C V, codimension W — dim V — dim W.

A resolution of the singularities of a complex space X of pure dimension n is a

proper holomorphic map t = X -* X of a complex n-manif old ^ such that there

is a subvariety S C X of dimension < n such that t maps X — t~'(S)

biholomorphically onto X — S. Given any subvariety fci with dim 7 < «,

there exists such a t such that r~l(Y) is a iftï/toor with normal crossings; but we

shall only need the local version of this theorem found in Hironaka's original

paper [15]. A divisor with normal crossings is a subvariety of codimension one

such that in some (zx,...,z„) coordinates Y = {zx • • -zk = 0} for some k, i.e., Y

is a union of coordinate hyperplanes.

1. Residue formulas. If ç is a differential /--form with locally (Lebesgue)

summable coefficients on a smooth oriented n-manifold V, then <p defines a

current [<p] E <%"(¥), a linear functional oaAfr(V). Take any xp G Afr(V ) and

set

(1.1) WM=fv<P A*.

This integral is defined since <p A \p is a locally summable form with compact

support and hence summable.

One can also define another current d[<p] G 6D'f+l(K) by formula (0.1). If <p

happened to be a continuously differentiable form—a form in Ar(V) for

exampte—then Stokes's theorem implies d[<p] = [dtp], i.e., JcA¿f

= (-iy+I fd<p A xp for all xp G A1T~X(V).
If <p is smooth in the complement of a closed set of measure zero, the form dq>

is defined almost everywhere, and if dtp is locally summable the current [dtp] is

defined. In this case it may be true that d[<p] # [dtp]; an expression for the

difference between the two sides is a kind of residue formula.

This last statement can best be explained by several illustrative examples. After

this we will turn to the question of writing an interesting current, such as

integration over a submanifold, in the form d[tp] — [dtp].
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Example 1.2. Let/be a holomorphic function on a complex manifold V. If W

is the analytic subset defined by {/ = 0}, then

0-3) '[¿fl«»-¿**
where nj(x) is the order of vanishing of / at x E W. This was first proved by

Lelong; for his proof see [22, p. 224]. It is also shown in the proof of Lemma 6.1.

We will prove the special case where w = C and / = z just to illustrate the

idea. Let ^ be a smooth function with compact support on C; then by definition

= lïm(2m)-*   /   ̂ 1 = ̂ 0)1^(2^)-'   /   f = #0)

by Stokes's theorem. □

The crucial property of (2mz)~ldz is that the integral on the circle |z| = e tends

to (in this case equals) one. In general the integral of (2mf)~ldf around a normal

circle at x E W is n}(x), although the singularities of W create technical

difficulties.

To represent integration over sets W of higher codimension it suffices to find

a form of higher degree whose integral over normal «-spheres tends to one.

Example 1.4. Let fx,...,/ be holomorphic functions on a complex manifold

V and suppose W ={/ = •••=/ = 0} is a complex subvariety of pure

complex codimension k. Then if we set tj = (I/2m)d' rogfl/l2 + • • • + |/|2)

and co = drj,

(1.5) jw nF* = d[V A «*-'](*) - WM,

where nF(x) is the multiplicity of (fx,...,/) at x E W. A proof is in [18], and

similar results will be proved in §6.

In particular if r = k, ut = 0; if r = 1, we are reduced to the previous

example. The simplest case in higher codimension is V = C, tj

= (2iri~l)d' log(|2, |2 -t- • • • + |z„|2). Here the integral of the form tj A w"'1 over

an e-sphere around the origin is 1; and ¿[tj A îo"~'](uV) = \p(0). This singular

kernel is the Bochner-Martinelli kernel.

Whenever IF is a complex A:-dimensional subvariety of a complex manifold V

of dimension m, if we are given a multiplicity function nw (x) for x E W which

assigns a constant (usually integer) multiplicity to each irreducible component of

W, we can define a current [W] E q)'i*-k*i-k(y) by

(1.6) [W](f)=    f   nw*
RegW
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for any xp E A^C^). The integral over the regular points of If is well defined and

d[W] = 0 [31] or [19, p. 200].

Thus the examples above can be written as an equation of currents:

(1.7) [W] = d[r, A to"-*-'] - [u*-11]

where <om_* = 0 if r = m — k.

Generally there will not be global holomorphic functions defining a given

subvariety W. The next example treats the simplest case of this phenomenon.

Example 1.8. Let W be a complex subvariety of codimension one in the

complex manifold V; then there is a line bundle L and a holomorphic section a

of L such that the divisor (a = 0} = W. We put a hermitian metric on L. Locally

the square of the length \o\2 = ga \oa \2, where oa is the local expression of a.

Then as a corollary of Example 1.2

¡J = dlvM - MM,

where

t, = (2m)~ld' log|of = (2m)-x(d' logg„ + or-'t/aj.

But dr\ = (2tt/)_l d"d' log ga = -c(L), the Chern class of L, a smooth form.

Thus we have, writing [W] for integration over W, the equation of currents:

(1.9) [W] = d[n] + [c(L)].   D

2. Global residue forms. The last example above illustrates two important

points. First, although in the local Examples 1.2 and 1.4 one can write

[W] = d[r¡] for some tj, there is a topological obstruction to doing this globally.

Secondly, although the de Rham theorem for currents merely implies that one

can always write [W] = du + <p, where tp is a C°° form and « is a current, we can

hope to choose u and tp judiciously so as to reflect the geometry of the situation.

In this section, assuming W is nonsingular, we define a class of locally

integrable forms which is large enough that we can write u = [tj] for some tj in

this class.

We will make extensive use of fine resolutions of sheaves to get global residue

formulas.

Proposition 2.1. If

0 -> 9H -> 9° -*» <5X -*»-*» <5" -** • • •

to afine resolution of the sheaf 911 on V, then

H'(v vi) ~ h>(T9) = »M*re'->re*')
H  (V, J\l) -«(U)        im(ô. r^, _> TçP) .
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Proof. See [16].   D

Proposition 2.2. The sheaves %yq and %^f are fine sheaves; furthermore, any

subsheaf of %y* which is an %y-module is fine.

Proof. Since such a sheaf admits multiplication by C00 functions, it admits a

partition of unity.   □

Corollary 23.

H"(V,Ù") at H"(TFp^,d) - H9(TF'>%^,d),

H«(V,Q") sa H"(Y%y-,d") ̂  H"(T%y\d").

These are the de Rham and Dolbeault theorems for forms and currents; notice

that Hq(V,Û°) = H"(V,C) and F°2T = W, etc.
Proof. By Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 this follows from the following exact

sequences of sheaves:

(i)        0 -* Û" -► Fp%v -** F"®?1 -*+ • ••,

(ii)       0 -+ Û" -+ F"%y -+ F"%^ -» • • •,
(2.4)

(iii)      0 -► ß> -* %y° -£* %vx ■*+ • • •,

(iv)       0 -» Q," -+ %vfi -^ %y-° -^> ■ • •.

The exactness follows from the Poincaré and Dolbeault lemmas for forms and

currents and from the regularity of solutions of du = 0, d"u — 0, for u

e 6¡)'p.°(V) = T%p° [6].   D

Corollary 2.5. Let W be a k-dimensional complex subvariety of a complex n-

manifold V; then, if r = n — k

(2.6) [W] = du + [<p],

(2.7) [W] = d"u + [xp],

where u, v are currents in 7?"'6D'2'-1(K), 6¡}'r-r~l(V) and <p, xp are smooth forms in
F'A^V), Ar'(V).

Proof. There is a natural injection of complexes T%'v = A'(V) "^ T%r

= W(V) given by (1.1). Since the cohomology is the same by Corollary 2.3, each

d or d" closed current is cohomologous to a smooth form.   D

The rest of this section will be devoted to defining forms of kernel type along

W, Ar(V{W}), where IF is a complex submanifold of V. All the forms tj A ur and

<or of the examples in §1 will be included in this space by Proposition 2.18. Since

all these forms will be locally summable, Ar(V{W}) <^ ̂ "(V).

In the interest of clarity, if not of logical progression, we will state here the rest

of the important definitions and propositions of this section; the proofs, as noted
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will follow trivially from Definition 2.17 and the Dolbeault lemma, Proposition

3.1.
Definition 2.8. The spaces of currents of simple residue type along the

submanifold W are

W(V{W}) = [u G ST(K): u = [tj0] + rffoH G A'-<(V{W})},

w*(v{w}) = <S)**(k) n ^'^(^{if}),

and similarly for &'r(V{W}), &'M(V{W}).

The space ^Ar(V{W}) is closed under multiplication by forms in A"(V). This

is also true of 2 W(V{W}) since t/» A ¿[tj] = ±d[p A tj] + [¿ty A tj]. In par-

ticular, a current m in 6D"'(K{W}) can be broken up by a partition of unity 2 \

and each \u E ^'(ViW}) also.

Proposition 2.9. // tp G AM(W), i*[tp] G ^'^^+rf(F{IF}), wAere d = dim V

— dim W and i: W-* V is the inclusion. In particular, [W] = /*[1]

G W(V{W}).

Proof. Suppose/,,..., fd are holomorphic functions such that {/ = • • • = fd

= 0} = W. Since it will follow from Proposition 2.18 that the form tj A ur*~l of

Example 1.4 is in Ad4~x(V\W}), then also

i'*[cp] = d\r\ A ad~x A $] + [tj A co*-1 A rfcp]

is in ^'^^^(VlW}), where tp is any smooth extension of <p to V.

Thus we can choose an open cover {U¡} of V such that the restriction of j* [<p]

to each U, is in W*d«+d(Ui{W f~l U,}). But then if 2 \ = 1 is a partition of

unity subordinate to {U¡}, A,/#M  is in <%'i*d<q+d(V{W}) and so is  /*[<p]
= 2V*M-   D

The sheaves of germs of currents in <^'r(V{W}) and <%'M(V{W}) are %V{w)

and %^w).

Theorem 2.10. The following sequences are fine resolutions:

(2.11) 0 -* â" -> Fp%{w) -*-> F"^^ -A • • •,

(2.11a) O-Cy^ft^j-^gfy^-A...,

(2.12) 0 ̂  ß> - %py°iv] -*+ 9Cp{V) -^ • • • •

Proof. The exactness will follow from the Poincaré and Dolbeault Lemmas

3.21 and 3.1. That the resolution is fine results from Proposition 2.2; and the fact

that the kernels are Ûp and Qp follows from (2.4).   D

Theorem 2.13 (Existence of a global residue form). Let W be a submanifold of

codimension d in V.
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(a) IftpE FpAr(W) and dtp = 0, /»[<p] = ¿[tj] + [a] where

tj G F**/P+r-x{y{W})   and   a E Ff*éAu+r(V)

(b) Ifxp E AM(W) andd"xp = 0, ¿*M = d"[p] + [ß] where

p e Ap+ä4+d-i(y{W})   and   ß E A^d«+d(V)

In particular we may take 1 = <p = xp G A°(IV) and ;'„[1] = [IF].

Proof. This is an immediate corollary of Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 2.10,

using the proof of Corollary 2.5.   D

To define Ar(V{W)) we will need the procedure of blowing up Valong W. First

we will describe the blowing up of C at 0.

If (z) = (zx,...,z„) are linear coordinates in C, they induce homogeneous

coordinates [z] = [z,,... ,z„] in P"_1. If we set Utt = {[z] G P"-1 : za # 0) and

&, = zjz~l J = 1,..., n, then £,,,..., &„_,, £„,+, ,...,£« define holomorphic

coordinates in Ua.

The canonical line bundle p: L -> P"-1 is the line bundle associated to the

principal bundle C - (0) -* PB_I given by (z) -» [z]. The manifold L can also be

realized as a submanifold L C C X P"_1; the defining equations for LflC

X t/a are z, = za^,,i = 1, ..., a - 1, a + 1, ..., n.

The projection of C x PB_I onto P"-1 induces p: L -* P"~l and the projection

onto the first factor induces a: L -> C". The map Ua X C -» C" X P»-1 which

takes (^i,...,L.i«) into (íaS,i,...,íaL.S»i>-...L«-i»L,+i.•••-£»,) gives L
C C x P"_1 the line bundle structure. We observe that

(2.14) o(&i> •••>£».>'«) = (taÇaX,...,ttt$aa,...,tttÇan)

where r„^„ = ta.

Now it is easy to see that a~'(0) at P"-1 is the zero section of L, which is

[ta = 0} in Ua x C. If we set E = <r'(0), a: L - E -* C - (0) is biholomor-

phic. Furthermore, a is a proper map.

Let us write C" = L; this is the blow-up of C at 0. If we wish to blow up

Cm X C along Cm x (0), we just take the product of the identity map and the

map above:

a: Cm X t" -* Cm X C.

If Am, A" are polydisks in Cm, C\ Am X Â" = a-1 (A* x A") and

a: A™ X Â" -» Am X A"

is defined.

Finally, it can be shown that this process is invariant under change of
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coordinates. Thus for any complex submanifold W C V of codimension n, there

is a unique manifold V[W], the blow-up of V along W, and a proper map

a: V[W] -» V which in local coordinates is identified with the o above.

Set E = a~l(W), a submanifold of V[W] of codimension one; then:

(a) 0 = V[W] - E -> V - W is biholomorphic.
(2.15)

(b) o: E -» W is a holomorphic P"-1 bundle.

We are now ready to begin to define forms of kernel type.

Definition 2.16. Let W C V be a complex subvariety of codimension one. A

locally summable (p, q)-îonn p will be said to be of kernel type or semimeromor-

phic along W if in an open set U with W C\ U = [t = 0} for a holomorphic

defining function r we can write tj = t~ldt A <p + uV where tp G ./4*~l,»(í/), i//

G AM(U) are smooth forms. We denote the space of such forms by AP'9(V{W}).

If If is a submanifold, dt ¥" 0 near W. N.B. Any such form is locally summable

and defines a current [tj] G 6S)'M(V). This is clear for nonsingular W; see the

proof of Proposition 5.3 for the general case.

Definition 2.17. If W C Fis a complex submanifold, the space of (p, q) forms

of kernel type along W is the space of locally summable forms: AM(V{W})

= {tj: o*tj G ,4M(K[W]{.£'})}. If codimension W = 1, this agrees with Defini-

tion 2.16 since in this case a is the identity map.

We remark that a* is defined for locally summable forms. Since a is

biholomorphic off the (Lebesgue) null sets W and E, we can equivalently define

AM(V{W}) = {<t,[tj]: tj G AP«(V[W]{E})}

if we consider AM(V{W}) C 6ù'M(V). Clearly any such current is a locally

summable form.

Proposition 2.18. If(fx,... ,fr) are any holomorphic functions on V of rank r such

that the submanifold W = {/ = •■•=/ = 0}, then, given the forms of Example

1.4, tj = (2iri)~ld' log(|/i |2 + • • • + l/l2) and w = d"t\ the forms tj A ur and ur

are of kernel type along W for any r.

Proof. Letting (/,...,/) be part of a local coordinate system on V, and using

(2.14), we see that in Ua X C, o*tj = (2m)-\t^dta + d' log(l + 2,-« IL|2))-

This is clearly of the required form. Furthermore a*u

= (2ir)~Ud'd" log(l + 2,#« IS» I2), which is a C00 form, in fact the Kahler form

of the Fubini-Study metric on Pn_I. The proposition follows.   D

3. Dolbeault lemma for currents of residue type. Let Am C Cm denote any

polydisk centered at the origin.

Proposition 3.1. If u E 6D'**(Am X A"{Am X (0)}) and d"u = 0, there exists a

v E 6D'M-'(Am X A"{Am X (0)}) such that d"v = u.
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Proof. We will write Â" instead of A"[0] in the notation of (2.15). If o: Am X Â"

-» A" X A" and E = o-'(Am X (0)) sa Am X P""1, then by definition

« = 0*[po] + d'°*lp\] + d"o*[P\]

where p, G A^-'(Am X Â"{E}).

Thus if {/ = 0} is the local equation for E, locally px = t~xdt A tp + xp. But we

see that d'[px ] = [d'px ], where

i/'p, = -rxdt A d'tp + ¿'^ G A^i(Am X A"{E}),

because ¿/'[/-'A] = <7'¿'[log|í|2] = 0.

Thus u — o*[pQ + d'px] + d"ot[px]. Furthermore, the forms in brackets can be

assumed to be of type (p,q) and (p,q — 1) respectively since the other compo-

nents cancel out. Since Proposition 3.1 is true trivially for d"o^[px], we may

assume henceforth that

(3.2) m = o*[p]

where p G AM(Am x Â"{£}).

The proof will be broken into three parts, beginning with the hypersurface

case.

(a) Hypersurface case. Suppose n = 1; then Am X Â1 = Am X A1. If (z,,... ,z„,

t) are linear coordinates,

« = [(?.mt)~x dt A tp + xp]

where tp and xp are C°° forms with no term involving dt (saying nothing about dt).

Then

(3.3) 0 = d"u = /J/*<p] - [(2mt)-xdt A d"<p - d"xp\.

Since d"<p and d"xp have no dt term, both d"q> = 0 and d"xp = 0 on

Am X A1 - Am X (0) and hence on Am X A1 by continuity.

By the usual Dolbeault lemma there exist forms <p¡, xpx such that d"^ = <p,

d"xpx = xp. If we set vx = [-(2mrl)dt A <px + xpx], then

M-i'*['*<Pi] = d"vx.

Now /'♦[<7"/*<Pi] = <7"/*[/*qPi] = 0, which implies that as a form on Amx(0),

d"i*fp\ = 0. We extend Z*^ to a closed form tp2 on A" x A1; for example if

p: A'"xA1-» Am is the projection, let <p2 = p*i*<P\. Then if v2 = [-(2mrx)dt

A tpi], u = d"(vx + v2) since /*[/*<P2] = i^[i*fp¡]. Since

v, + v2 G 6D'w-i(Am X A'{Am X (0)}),

this proves Proposition 3.1 and hence Theorem 2.13 for submanifolds W of

codimension one.
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(b) In order to study the general case, we need the following results:

(3.4) a*: tf0(A", ß&) -» H°(kn, Qjf.)

is an isomorphism.

(3-5)

H9(Ân,QP.)^C

= 0

f or 0 < p = q < n,

for other q > 0.

To prove (3.4) for « > 1, observe that <r'*ç>, for any <p G H°(Ân, ßf»), defines

a holomorphic form on A" - (0) which extends to A" by Hartogs' theorem. Thus

a-1* followed by extension is an inverse to a*. For « = 1, a* is the identity.

We will prove (3.5) by using local cohomology (see [11]) and induction on n.

The case n = 1 is trivial.

First we will prove that

(3.6) H9(Â\Q") at H"(ttt,Qp)   for q > 0.

We denote by A"* the space Â" - E at A" - (0) and likewise for C1'. The

inclusion /': Â" C C" induces the long exact sequence homomorphism

H%(à", a?)

(3.7)

fl|(C,S2")

If(An, DP)

h
&(&, np)

&(£?*, SIP)

N
H"(C*, QP)

By (3.4) we break off the H° part and consider the sequence beginning at the

Hx level. The maps aq are isomorphisms by excision. We show that the ya are

isomorphisms by a second exact sequence, which we can also begin at the Hl

level:

#Jo}(A", DP) -* #>(An, OP)-► !P(An\ OP)

(3.8)

• • • -» ^o}^"' i2P) -* H"(Cn, DP)-*IP(Cn*, DP)-► • • •

The aq are isomorphisms by excision. The middle cohomology groups are all

zero, so bq is an isomorphism. Hence by the Five Lemma and (3.8) the y, are

isomorphisms. Applying the Five Lemma to (3.7) we then get (3.6).

Next we compute H9(C",QP). Let H be the hyperplane at infinity, so that
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C" = P" - H. Also let P" be projective space with one point blown up, i.e.,

P" = C" U 77 in the natural way.

Recall that u: C" -» P""1 sending (z,,... ,z„) into [zx,... ,z„] gives C" the

structure of a holomorphic line bundle. This extends to a map p: P" -» P""1

which is a holomorphic fiber bundle with fiber P1. Also the map a extends to a

map a: P" -» P".
We will use the following commutative diagram of exact sequences induced by

a:

-> 77£(P\ QP) A-, 77*(P\ QP)   Í2^77"(C", QP) -

(3-9) L*(D |°*(2) |o*(3)

• • •  -► Tf^iP", OP) -fiU 77«(P", QP)-1^H0(C, QP) -► • • •

Again by excision o**(l) is an isomorphism for all q. Also a*(2) is an injection

for all q. This is easy to see, for the generator of HP(P",QP) in Dolbeault

cohomology is up, where <o is the Kahler form on P". But the cohomology class

of a*a" * 0 since fp. a*up A a*u"-p # 0.

Furthermore, since Hq(C,Qp) = 0 for q > 0, a, is a surjection for q > 0; in

fact a, is an isomorphism for q > 1. Thus a, = a*(2) ° a, ° a*(l)_1 is injective

for q > 1, which means 2>? is surjective for q > 0.

Since P" is a holomorphic fiber bundle over P"-1 with fiber P1, the Leray

spectral sequence shows that Hp(P",Qp) at C2 for q — 1,...,«- 1, and

//""(PAo0) ^ 77"(P",ß") at C. (This sequence degenerates at the £2 term by

inspection.)

Now the cokernel of aq equals cokernel o*(2) for all q since o*(l) is an

isomorphism. Thus for q > 0, since ¿>, is surjective,

77«(C\ Qp) at Cok o*(2) = C       iip = q,p<n,

= 0       otherwise.

This with (3.6) proves (3.5).

(c) Now we prove the Dolbeault lemma for eD'M(A"{0}). Let « = o*[p], where

p G /1M(Â',{£}), ? > 0, and suppose d"u = 0.

For any such p, d"[p] - U<p] + M» where xp E Ap«+l(Â"{E}) and <p
G Af~x«(E), the map /': £ -* Â" being the inclusion.

But a*^] = 0 on A" - (0) and thus xp = 0, since o is biholomorphic on this

set. Thus

(3.10) d"[p] = i,[tp]

and 4[rf"<p] = rf"U<p] = d"d"[p] = 0, whence d"<p = 0.
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By the Dolbeault cohomology of E = PB_I, there is constant c such that

(3.11) <p = d"X + c<4

where w0 is the Kahler form for the Fubini-Study metric on P""1 [21]. Of course

c = 0 forp ^ q + 1 or (3.11) is meaningless.

Now if tj and co are the forms of Proposition 2.18 a*u = p*co0, where

p.: A" -+ E is the projection, and

(3.12) d"(a*i\ A co«) = /»[cog] + [a*co«+1]

as is clear from the local expression in Proposition 2.18.

We can write cp*cog+1 as a boundary:

(3.13) c[p*co«+1] = ¿"([o'ct, a co«] + UX] - [p]).

But on cohomology u* is an injective map, since i*a* is the identity. Therefore,

if q < n — 2, c = 0. But if q = n - 1, then

0 = a*/*[<p] = ¿"ov'*[a] + oVjctocT1] = c,

for c/"a*/*[X](f) = J"£ X A /*a*rf"? = 0 because i*o*d"£ = 0 on E.

Thus we conclude that

(3.14) d"([p] - UX]) = 0.

By (3.5) the injective map

¡i*: ff'ÍJP»-».^,) ^ //?(An,ß|.)

is an isomorphism for q > 0. Furthermore, by part (a) above we have Theorem

2.13 for the codimension one case; thus

#«(*», St|.) at H<(T%$,m).

Therefore,

(3.15) [p]-/*[X] = ¿V + c[p*coü]

where v' E <r™-1(Â"{£'}), 0 < q < n, and c = 0 forp # q.

Now by (3.12),

(3.16) [p] - i;[X] = d"(v' + ct*ctj A u"-1) - ckWll

But since a* /*[coJ_1] = 0 for the same reason that a* i*[X] = 0, this yields

(3.17) o,[p] = d"(o,v' + en A co«-1).

This proves Proposition 3.1 for the case m = 0 and any n. To complete the

proof one approach would be to observe that ß&»xA" — ßa« ® ß2"> the topological
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tensor product, and that the resolution (2.12) for ß"».^. by 9Ca#xa"{a"x(o)} is just the

topological tensor product of resolution (2.4)(iii) for ß^» and (2.12) for ß&i. Using

the Künneth formula for sheaves [17] we conclude Proposition 3.1 forp = 0. But

since the sheaves ßfm^» and their resolutions are just direct sums of fi¿« 0 ß^T'

at 0ß&» ® ß£Tr, the same argument suffices.

A more straightforward approach is to do induction on m. This, however,

requires that all the results of §3 to date be proved under the assumption that all

forms of kernel type be allowed to have coefficients which are also C°° functions

of t E Ar. This follows from the same proofs using the Dolbeault lemma with

parameters (same proof as [6, p. 97]) or even by using topological tensor products

[17].
Let m G 6D'M(A' X Am X A"{A1 X Am X 0}), where coordinates are (t,zx,...,

zm+n). Then u = u0 + dt A ux + dt A u2 + dt A dt A u3, where each u¡ in-

volves no dt or dt and may thus be considered currents on Am X A" with

parameter t and additional (dummy) parameters s E Ar. Now

(3.18) 0 = d"u = d'% -dt A d"ux - dt A (d"u2 - dt A d"u3).

Since the first two terms involve no dt term, d"u0 = dt A d"ux. If we write

d" = d", + d"z, then since there is a dt factor in d"uo, d"z «0 = 0. Thus there is a

Vq, a current of Am X A" with parameters such that d"z v0 = «0. Consequently

(3.19) u0 + dt A ux - d"v0 = dt A w0

and d"(dt A w0) = — dt A d"2w0 = 0, where w0 involves no dt or dt. Hence

there is a v2 with d"zv2 = w0 and d"(dt A v2) — -dt A d"tv2 = -dt A w0.

Thus

(3.20) Uo + dt A ux= d"(vQ - dt A vx).

The same argument applied to d"u2 = dt A d"u3 gives u = d"v and Proposi-

tion 3.1 is proved.   D

Finally we must show the Poincaré lemma to prove (2.11).

Proposition 3.21. Given u G Fpt^'r(Am X A^A™ X (0)}) with du = 0, there is a

v G FW-'(Am x A"{Am X (0)}) such that dv = u,ifr> p.

Proof. We will work by downward induction, using Proposition 3.1. First we

note that Proposition 3.21 is true trivially forp > «. Let u = ux + u2, where u2 is

a (p,r -p) current and ux G Fr*1®". Then 0 = du = (dux + d'u2) + d"u2, the

(p,r — p+ 1) component of this form is d"u2 = 0. Thus if r — p > 0 there is a

„' e 6¡)>ps-p-i such that ¿v = u2. Then d(u - dv') = 0 but « - dv' = m,
- d'v' E p'f+1<5D'r.

By the induction hypothesis, unless p + 1 = r, we can find v " G f>+16¡)''-1

such that u = d(v' + i>"). If p + 1 = r, u' = w - dv' E où'p+w Since ¿h' = 0,

m' is a closed holomorphic (p + 1,0) form in Tß^1 by (2.4)(ii). By the Poincaré
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lemma for holomorphic forms [6, p. 101] there is a form v" E ApS> such that

dv" = «' and thus u = d(v' + v").   D

4. Global residue forms for other currents. In this section we construct residue

forms for more general currents using kernels on V X V which are forms of

simple kernel type.

For notational purposes it will be useful to extend the definition of AM(V{W})

in a weak way:

Definition 4.1. AM(X{Y}) for complex spaces Y C X is the set of locally Ü

forms tj on X such that, if 5 = Sing X U Sing Y, the restriction tp |*_s

G AM(X - S{Y - S}).

Lemma 42. If W C Vx and V2 are all complex manifolds and f: Vx-+ V2 is a

holomorphic map with rank/ = dim V2 and also rank(/1 W) = dim V2 as well,

then

fÁAr^+d{Vx{W})) C Ap«(V2),

where d = dim Vx — dim V2.

Proof. We can assume that dim Vx = dim W + 1 since the hypotheses are also

satisfied for VX[W], In local coordinates (z,,...,zd,wx,. ..,wr) in Ua C Vx, and

(wx,... ,wr) on V2 we may take W = {z, = 0} and /the projection on the last r

coordinates. If <p E AP+d«+d(Ua), <p = dzx/zx A «ft + tp2, q>¡ C00, and^«(p at w is

JcMtoZi)\dzx/zx A <pi(z,w) + <p2(z,w) which is clearly C00 in w. We may

assume supp <p c Ua for some a by using a partition of unity.   □

Suppose K] and 1^ are complex manifolds of dimension nx and n2. If

/>, : Vx X V2 -» F; are the projections, then every current u G <3)W(K| X V2) defines

a continuous linear map

Tu: Ar/(VX) -+ g¡)'p+'-m+'-»i(v2)

by setting

(4.3) Ï# = «(^A^)

for tp A Ar/(VX) and »f< G A^fâ) where a = nx + n2 - p — r, b = nx + n2 — q

— s.

We also define the adjoint by the same method:

(4.4) Vxfo) = u(p*x<p A p*2xp)

which gives TJ: Af(V2) -> q>,p+a-n^+b-^(V2).

Note that if p2: supp u ^> V2 is proper, Tu may be extended to Ar,s(Vx) and

similarly for TJ. For special u we may hope to extend Tu to all of 6D"''J(F1); this is

equivalent to proving certain smoothness properties of 7¡¡'»f<. We proceed to do

this when u is given by an appropriate form of kernel type; the problem will be

reduced to the smoothing properties for the classical kernel for d" on C.
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Lemma 43. Let V be a complex manifold of dimension m and let u = [tj] for

tj G A™(VX V{A}), where A C Vx Vis the diagonal. Then, writing T^for Tv],

(i) TJ^ is C00 for all C°°\l>, /.<?., TJ(Ar-s(V)) C ;**-*"-*(K) C <5D'*-**-*(lO,

where as above a = 2m — p — r,b = 2m — q — s.

(ii) Let t|/j, tp2, ... 6e a sequence in Arc''(V) all supported in the same compact

K C U an open coordinate neighborhood such that there is a uniform bound for the

absolute values of all the coefficient functions of all the \p¡. Then if the i|/, converge to

zero almost everywhere, then the sequence T^¡ converges uniformly in a C° sense,

i.e., the coefficient functions converge uniformly on compacts, and there is a compact

K with supp T^¡ C K' for all i.

Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma 4.2. We will reduce (ii) to the case where

V = C". First cover V by a locally finite family {Ua} of coordinate neighbor-

hoods; then {£/„ X Ua, Vx V — A} is a locally finite open cover of VX V. Let

{Xa,X} be a partition of unity with respect to this cover (supp X C VxV — A);

then Xtj is a C°° form in APA(y X V) and (ii) will be shown at the end of the proof

for C°°tj. Since tj = Xtj + 2a Kv it suffices to check (ii) for X„tj, which can be

considered to be in Ap«(Cm X C"{A}). We will write tj instead of X„tj below.

The proof of (ii) depends on the fact that in C

lim    [   rldt A dt = 0.

We observe that from (i), if (z, w) are coordinates in Cm X Cm, 7^'uV, = [a,], a,

G A'p~"'m~l'(Cm) with a¡(z) = /zxC»tj A p*>(4>¡), the integration with respect to

the dw.

First we claim that there is a Cx function 0 < p < 1 with u = 1 in a

neighborhood of A defined for any e > 0 such that

/
< e/2   for all z,/«j Ap^,|

'iXC™

where || \\z means the maximum of the coefficient functions at z.

We prove this by lifting to get a*(r¡ A p\tyt) on C" x Cm[A]. We break this

form up by a partition of unity subordinate to the m coordinate neighborhoods

(z,,...,zm,f,,... .L-i.f) with {/ = 0} = E = tr'(A) and p, o o(z,$,t) = (z),

cf. 2.14. Now we have a finite sum of integrals of the form

(46) /(A)-       /      ffolOt-'dtdtd^-'-d^dl,-,.
I'I2+2ISP<ä

By assumption the C00 functions / are uniformly bounded, so for some 8 > 0,

\I(R)\ < e/2m for r < 8. Now choose any u which is supported in <r (union of

the S neighborhoods).

Now tj = jUTj + (1 — p)tj and (1 — u)tj is C00. If we know (ii) for C°°tj we are

done, for then we see that for large /, ILkxc™ 0 — r1)7/ A PÍV'/IL- < e/2 and thus
llai(*)lli < £> which will end the proof.
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To show (ii) for tj smooth, we can again reduce to V = C. We observe that

WSzxc" V A P**Pi\\z < MC i where M depends on the supremum over Cm X Cm of

the coefficients of tj and C, is the maximum of the integrals of the coefficients of

xp¡ over Cm. By hypothesis and the bounded convergence theorem, C¡ -* 0 as

j -» oo.   D

A current u E ^(K) can be considered to be a form whose coefficients are

distributions; a current of order zero is a form whose coefficients are Radon

measures. Equivalently, a current u is of order zero if u can be extended to a

continuous linear functional

u: C°Arc(V) -* C

on the space of continuous /--forms with convergence of {<p,} defined to be

uniform convergence of coefficients on a compact set K such that supp <p, C K

for all i (see [29, p. 25]).

Proposition 4.7. Given tj G Apq(VX F{A}) such that p2: supp tj -» V is proper,

then

(a) fAe> map Tv extends to a continuous map Tv: ty"''(V) -» 6¡)"r+p-«.*+í-'"(j7);

(b)for any current u, sing supp Tvu C sing supp «;

(c) ifu is of order zero, Tnu = [£], vvAere | to a form with locally I) coefficients.

Proof. The extension of 7^ is defined by T^u($) = u(TJxp), which is well defined

by Lemma 4.5(i). To prove the continuity of Tv reduces to proving the continuity

of TJ: Ar/(V) -* A^~am~b(V), which is clear from local expressions of the form

of the integrand of (4.6) (cf. [29, p. 105]).

Statement (b) is also immediate from Lemma 4.5(i). Suppose x G sing supp u;

let 0 < A < 1 be a C00 function with X = 1 near x and supp X D sing supp u

= 0. Then u = Xu + (1 - X)u. Since Xu is C00, so is 7; Ah. Now 7^(1 - X)u

= Jfj.^),» by definition, and (1 - X °px)rj is C00 inp2x(U), where U is any

open set on which X = 1 (because sing supp(1 - X ° px)ij C A n

supp/?2~'(l _ À))- Thus in U, 7^(1 - A)« = u2((l - X ° px)ri(z,w)), that is u

applied to the z-part of the form. This is C°°[29, p. 105].

Part (c) follows from Lemma 4.5(ii) which can be interpreted as saying that TJ

is a continuous map from forms with compact support and L°° coefficients to

forms with compact support with C° coefficients. Dualizing we get that Tn is a

map from forms with Radon measure coefficients to forms with locally Ü

coefficients.   D

Lemma 4.8.7/1; G <%'r(Vx V),

TJ,V = d" » TJ o e + e o TJ o d",

U = d°TJoS + eoTJ°d",

where e(u) = (-l)'u for u G W(V). Consequently, if tj G Ar(VX K{A}) and
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p2: supp tj -+ V is proper, then Td~^x and T^ extend from A(V) to <>Ù''(V) by the

formulas:

TrM = e o Tv ° d" + d" o Tv o e,

TdM = e°TJI°d + doTvoe.

Proof. The second formulas do define mappings on <%'(¥) by Proposition 4.7;

one proves it is an extension of Trx^x, etc., by taking adjoints of the first formulas.

To see the first ones, note that

V-A(<P) = d"v(p*x<p A p*2xp)

= (-\rx(v(p*xd"<p A p*2xp) + (-l)sv(p*x<p A p\d"xp))

= (-\rx(Tvxp(d"q>) + (-lyW'Ktp))

= (d" oTvo£(xp) + eoTv° d"(xp))(tp),   etc.   D

Given an open neighborhood N of the diagonal Ac V X V, we let <¡>(N ) be

the family of closed sets FEN such that p,: F-+ V, i «■» 1,2, is proper. This

<b(N) is a family of supports, and we can consider the forms A^Cv'X V) and

currents ^(V X V), etc., which are forms and currents u such that supp u E $.

(We will let N be understood.) In particular, for any such N, A C $ and

[A] G ev"iT,m(V X K{A}). We can compute the sheaf cohomology with supports in

$, H¿(VX V,Û") and H4(VX V,9,p) by means of the resolutions (2.11) and

(2.12) from the de Rham and Dolbeault groups Hr(T<bFp%py+xV{n)) and

77?(Wxk(a}) (see [9, p. 181]).

In particular, we can write

(4.9) [A] - d"[r,] + ia

(4.10) [A] = d[a] + [/?],

where tj G ^'Cx V{A})> £ G ^S'm(KX V), a E FmA}?-x(VX K{A}), ß
E FmA}f(VX V).

We now use these kernels to provide a global residue formula for any current

u which has special properties for certain u. The results of this section are

collected in the theorem below. Parts (a), (b) and (c) of this theorem are

essentially standard results about singular integral operators, but (4.12) is a more

delicate result.

Theorem 4.11 (Global residue formula). Given any current u E <5D"'',(F), using

the notation of (4.9) and (4.10),

(4.12) u = ±d"Tvu ± Tvd"u + 7¿m,

(4.13) u = ±dTau ± Tadu + Tßu,

where the signs are determined by Lemma 4.8.
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(a) T(u and Tßu are C°° forms which vary continuously in the C°° topology as u

varies in the distribution topology.

(b) Ifu, d"u, and/or du are currents of order zero, then T^u andTau, Tvd"u, and/

or Tadu are locally D forms which vary continuously in the local Ü topology as the

corresponding currents vary in the order zero topology.

(c) Given any neighborhood U D supp u, the forms tj and a can be chosen so that

all the currents in (4.12) and (4.13) have support in U. Also sing supp Tnu

C sing supp u, sing supp Tvd"u C sing supp d"u, etc.

Proof. The proofs have mostly been given above.

(a) T( u is given by applying the current u to the first variable of the smooth

two-variable form £, cf. [29, p. 105].
(b) follows from Proposition 4.7; the continuity statement is implicit in the

proof of that theorem.

(c) Choose N C V x V to be a neighborhood of A such that supp «x^niV

C Vx U. Then use this $(#) to choose the forms in (4.9) and (4.10). The sing

supp assertion is Proposition 4.7(b).   D

Theorem 4.12. For any k-dimensional subvariety Y C V, given q> G Ar(Y) and

tj E A'(VX V[A]) withp¡: supp tj -+ Vproper, i = 1, 2, the current 7^/*[tp] is the

current defined by a form in Ar+'~2k(V{Y}) (i: Y -* V is the inclusion).

Proof. The current 7^/*[<i>] is an L) form, C00 on V - Y by Theorem 4.11. To

prove the rest this can be reduced to the case that V = C. Given any

x G V — sing Y and any compactly supported C°° function X such that X = 1

near x, let X¡ = X °p, on Vx V. Then, for any current u, Tvu = XTvX2u

+ X7^(l - X2)u + (1 - X)Tn u. The last term = 0 near x, and the second is C00 by

(c) of Theorem 4.11. The term X7^X2k = T^^Xu. Thus given any coordinate

neighborhood U of x, if we choose X with supp X C U, we have supp Xu C U,

supp X,X2tj c Ux Uand we may transfer these to C and C X C by the local

coordinate functions.

Since Y is nonsingular we may suppose that Y = 0 X C* C Cn~k X C*. Thus

V[Y] = C""* X C*. Also if p2: Ck X C -» C", then T^[tp] = P2*[i*-n A <p\.

Let (x,y,z) be linear coordinates in C* X C-* X C* and let the linear map

given by L(x,y,z) = (x - z,y,z) take A' = A D C* X C1-* X C* onto 0x0

X C*. Also p2 o L = p2.

It is easy to see that if a: C X C"[A] -» C" X C" is the monoidal transform the

manifold a_1(C* X C) is biholomorphic to C* X C[A']. This is biholomorphic to

C X C* by a unique map that covers L.

Thus it suffices to prove the following case:

p G Are+'(Ck x C-* X C*{0 X 0 X C*})

and

P2:CkX C""* XC'-> C""* X C*.
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We wish to show that for

<r0: C"-* x C* -> C"-* x C*,   o%p2* p E Arc+s(t"-k x C*{£ x C*}).

(We write p2+ p for the form that defines the current p2„ [p].)

Look at the following commutative diagram:

C* X C"-k X C* -^-» C* X C"-* X C*

&-* x cfe    g°,     c1-* x c*

where ir2 is the projection and the a¡ are the monoidal transforms. If we can show

that o*x p E Arc+s(Ck x C"~k x C*{C* X £ X C*}) we are done. For then if r = 0

locally defines £ x C* C C""* X C*, then o*x p = (tr*2(rxdt)) A xpx + xp2, with xp,

smooth, and ir2+o*xp = t~xdt A iT2*xpx + "n2^xp2 which is in

Ar^-2k(t"-k X C*{£ X C*}).

But ir2t o*x p = o%p2t p since the a, are biholomorphic except on a set of measure

zero.

To show that o*xp is semimeromorphic, it suffices to factor ox through

CxCkatCx C*[A']. The injective mapping /: C* X C"-* X P""*"1 -» C*

X C~k X P"-' given by j(x,y,[w]) = (x,y,[0,»v]) induces a map /, : C* X C"_*

-* C", thus ox = a o (jx x 1). Since a*p is of the form t~xdt A m, + tp^ so is

(jxX\)*o*p.   D

5. Further properties of residue forms. In this section we establish further

properties of the residue forms of the previous section. The most striking property

is that the pull-back of such a form is locally integrable; a property not shared

by most locally integrable forms.

(a) Properties under/j,.

Proposition 5.1. If f: A¡ -> X2 is a holomorphic map of complex spaces, Xx to

irreducible, andtj is a compactly supportedr-form on Xx with Ü coefficients, thenf^[r¡]

is also a current defined by an I) form, provided thatf(Xx) contains an open set.

Proof. The map / has maximal rank except on a set of measure zero in Xx.

Therefore, by the implicit function theorem the set/-1 (7?) has measure zero in Xx

if B has measure zero in X2. Thus the measure ̂ [tj] is absolutely continuous with

respect to the volume measure on X2.   D

Proposition 5.2. Let f: Xx —» X2 be a proper holomorphic map of complex spaces,

Xx irreducible. 7/tj G APC«(XX{Y}) andiff(Siag Xx U Sing Y) * f(Xx), then there
is a proper subvariety Y' C f(Xx) such thatf^-n] is C00 onf(Xx) - Y'.
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Proof. Let

Sx = {x E Reg Xx : rank dfx < dimf(Xx)},

S2 = {x E Reg Y: rank d(f \ Y)x < dimf(Xx)}.

Then S = Sx U S2 U Sing X, U Sing if is a proper subvariety of Xx. By hypoth-

esis, by Sard's theorem, and by the proper mapping theorem [12],/(S) is a proper

subvariety of/(*,). Let Y' = f(S). Onf(Xx) - Y' C Reg f(Xx),¿[tj] is C00 by
Lemma 4.2.   D

Note. We will write fmr¡ for the L1 form \p on .Y2 such that/,[Tj] = [\p].

(b) Properties under g*.

Proposition 53. Let f: V' -* X be a proper holomorphic map of a connected

complex manifold into a complex space. IfYC V is a divisor with normal crossings,

there exists a proper subvariety Y' C f(V) with the following property: for any

holomorphic map g: Z -> X oj an irreducible complex space Z such thatf(Z ) (£ Y'

and for any tj G AP,q(V{Y}) which is semimeromorphic, the form g*f*t) has locally

D coefficients on Z.

Proof. Let Y' = f(Sx U S2), where 5, = [x E V: rank dfx < dim/(K)}, S2

= {x E V: for some germ of a component i;cy, rank d(f \ Y¡)x < dim/(K)}.

Then, as in Proposition 5.2, /.tj is C°° onf(V) - Y'.

We form the fiber product W C Z X V: W = {(z,x) E Z X V: g(z) = f(x)}.

Now let pz'- W-*Z and pv: W-* V be the projections. Since locally tj

= dt/t A <pi + tp2, p* tj = P*dt/t A p^tp, + p*(p2 has the same type of singular-

ity.

We observe that on any complex space W, if h is a holomorphic function from

W to C which is not constant on any component of W, then dh/h is locally Ii. A

proof follows from resolving the singularities of If by a: W -* W in such a way

that D = [h ° o = 0} is a divisor with normal crossings. The set D = fo,... ,zk

= 0} in local coordinates and hence h ° o = azx', ..., z"kk,a being a unit. Then

o*(dh/h) = da/a + 2 ntdzjz,, which is locally L) on If. Since if modifies If on

a set of measure zero, h~ldh = o+o*h~xdh, which is locally L1 by Proposition 5.1.

Thus also by Proposition 5.1, the form pWitp*"(\ is locally D on Z. We must

verify that g*f*T) = Pw*P*V almost everywhere. This is trivially so on

g~l(f(V)- Y') because /, having maximal rank, gives V-f~l(Y') a local

product structure. Since by hypothesis g~l(Y') has measure zero on Z we are

done.   D

Proposition 5.4. Given a complex manifold V, let tj G Apq(VX V{A}) such that

Pi : supp tj —* V is proper, i = 1,2. Let i: X -* V be a subvariety and let g be any

holomorphic map g: Z -* V such that Z is irreducible andf(Z) (£ X; then for any

<p E Ar's(X), the form g*7;/»[cp] is locally Ü on Z.

Remark. Recalling (4.3), we see that if /: X X V -* V X V is the inclusion and

p2: XX K-> V the projection, 7^/*[<p] =p2*[/*Tj A <p], because the form/*Tj

A cp is locally Ü on X x V by Proposition 5.3.
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 5.3; we outline it here. Let

Y = o~x(XX V) where o: Vx V[A] -*VxV. Then tj' = a*(ij A p*xtp) has

poles like rxdt Axpx+xp2 on Y. Take the fiber product W C ZxY: W

= {(z,y): g(z) = p2(o(y))}. As in Proposition 5.3, />$tj' is locally Ü on W and

hence Pz+P*7!' is locally Ü on Z. As before p2° o: Y -* V is a product over

V — X, so g*7J,/+[(p] = Pz*P*v' almost everywhere.   D

(c) Continuity of fibering. We wish to generalize the fibering theorem of [19].

Proposition 5.5. Suppose that W C V are complex manifolds, d=codimension W,

and suppose that a subvariety X C Vis endowed with a holomorphic map ir: X -* U,

U a locally irreducible complex space, such that for each Xz = ir~x(z), Xz has

dimension k and Xz Cl W has dimension k — d. Then given any tj G AP*(V{W})

the current [Xz] A tj varies continuously with z in the current topology (also in the

flat topology [8], [19]), where [Xz] is the variety Xz with the multiplicity of the map it

at z.

Remark. [Xz] = <\X],ir,z} in the notation of [19].

Proof. We may assume that d = 1 since if we set A" = o~x(X) for o: V[W]

-* V,W = £ and V = V[W], ir" = tr o a and tj' = a*rj we have a configura-

tion that satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Since o+(X'z A tj') = Xz A tj it

will suffice to prove this case.

The currents [X] A tj and [Xz] A tj are defined by Proposition 5.3. If X is any

smooth function which is = 1 in a neighborhood of W, then [Xz] A (1 — X)tj

varies continuously with z by the fibering theorem of [19]. We wish to show that

given any e > 0 and any compact ÍC Kwe can choose a X such that for any

smooth form xp on V supported on K,

(5.6) \[XZ] A XtjMI < t\\xp\\K

for all z G U, where \\xp\\K is the sup norm on K.

Since d = 1, locally tj = t~xdt A <p, + tp2, <p, smooth. Since the theorem is

local we may assume tj = t~xdt and then patch with a partition of unity.

Now let us resolve the singularities of X by a proper map t: X -* X so that

r_1(X PI W) = D is a divisor with normal crossings. As in the proof of

Proposition 5.3, D = [zx.zk — 0} in local coordinates and

idt\       *
M — ) = 2 n¡zixdz¡ + C°° term.

Since limÄ_^)|Jfr|<i z xdz A dz\ = 0 in C, we may find a neighborhood N of

D n t~x(K) such that (5.6) holds for any 0 < X < 1 such that supp X ° t C N.

D
(d) Generalizations of residue forms. Theorem 5.3 generalizes Lemma 1 of [18]

which says that for any g: X -* C which is not identically zero the forms

g*(rj A ur) and g*(ur) are locally L1 on X, where
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T, = (2mTViog(k,l2 + --- + kl2)

and a = d"t\ are the forms of Example 1.4. In proving residue theorems it is

frequently useful to prove that a given residue form is locally Ii, and such forms

are often pull-backs by g* of simpler forms. For this reason it would be useful to

extend the theorems of this section to a wider class of forms; we will indicate how

this can be done.

Let If be a submanifold of V; then a form tj, C°° on V - W, is said to have

general residue type along If if the form o*tj on V [W] has singularities which are

sums of the following forms near E = a~l(w): The local defining equation for E

ist - 0.

(aXfoltff*
CbXkflíp^r^A*
(c)(log\t\2)kr*dt A*,

where ^ is a form C00 on V[W] — E and bounded near each point of E.

Forms of this type share the property of t~xdt that g* of such a form is always

locally Ii on an irreducible Z provided g(Z ) <t [t = 0}. The proof is the same

as given in Proposition 5.3. Resolve the singularities of Z to t: Z -* Z such that

D = [t o t = 0} is a divisor with normal crossings. Then t ° t = z"1, ..., znkk

times a unit, z, being coordinates. It is trivial that for such t o r the singularities

(a), (b), (c) are locally Li on Z and we apply t« to get Proposition 5.3 for these

forms. Thus we claim the following proposition is true.

Proposition 5.7. Propositions 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5 are true for forms tj of general

residue type.

Proof. Same as for Propositions 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5.

Observe that singularities such as \t\~xdt are included in these forms since this

is (t\t\~x)t~xdt and f|r|_l is bounded.

These forms are not closed under exterior multiplication since |/ |~2íA A dt is

not Ii. However, for such a form tj, o*tj A tp is locally Ii on V if the degree of

the form tj < 2 codim If and degree o*tj A «p = 2 dim V, since for any coordi-

nate w¡ on V constant on If, a*dw¡ — td$¡ + Çdt. The dt term is killed by dt A dt

and td$j A \t\~2dt A dt = </£ A t~xdt A dt which is Ii. Since degree tj

< 2 codim If, any form cp of complementary degree must involve such a

coordinate w,. Thus ct*tj is also locally Ii.

Proposition 5.3 is not true in general for forms tj with the singularity of o*tj

being \t\~2dt A dt, but if g~x(W) is a submanifold of a manifold Z with

codimension d, where d also is the codimension of If in V, then Proposition 5.3

does hold if deg tj < 2d.

For example we have the following:

Proposition 5.8. Let g: (gx,... ,g„): U -* C be a holomorphic map on 0 G U

C C such that g~x(0) = 0. Then the form
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Oog|g|)*|g|-|ArHi|¿g* A dgL

is locally Ü if \K\ + |L| < 2n, where dgK = dgki A • • • A dgkr, r = |K\, etc.

Proof. The proof is indicated above since this form is g*n, tj = (log|z|)*

l^-M-lLi^x A dlL jije worst singularities of o*tj on C" are |/|_2<Ä A dt which

is cancelled by the zeroes of a 2« — \K\ — \L\ form tp pulled up to the fiber

product. A complete proof of this is given in Lemma 5.6 of [5], along the lines

indicated here; this was previously proved in [30].   □

A final remark is that if one wishes to admit more general currents than I)

forms, one can look at the principal value of df/f for n > 1. This theory has

been developed in [14]. One could also look at currents o* u, where m is a current

on V[W] of this type and could probably establish some of the results of this

paper for these currents.

6. Intersection of complex subvarieties. Given two complex subvarieties X, Y

C V, a complex manifold of dimension n, if dim(X D Y) = dim X + dim Y

— n, the intersection X • Y is defined. This X • Y consists of the subvariety

X n Y with a certain multiplicity assigned to each component. In [3], [7], and

[19], X • Y is defined by homology, local analytic geometry, and measure theory,

respectively; in the latter it is also proved that the definitions coincide.

In this section we will define X • Y by means of residues. This was already

done in [18] for a special residue form constructed from the Bochner-Martinelli

kernel; but we generalize this result to the residue forms of §§3 and 4.

We will first deal with the case of a subvariety intersecting a submanifold

transversally. Then using local perturbations of X and Y and the continuity

proposition 5.5 we will show that our intersection definition coincides with that

of [19].

Lemma 6.1. Let X be a k-dimensional complex subvariety of the complex n-

manifold V and let W be an m-dimensional complex submanifold of V such that

dim (À" n W) — k + m — n. If the intersection of Keg X and W is transversal and

//dim (Sing ATI W)< k + m - n, then for any tj G Ar(V{W}) with

d[v] - [dv] = U<P]   fortpEA'(W)

and i:W^*V the inclusion, we have the following equation of currents:

d([X] At,)- [X] AdT\ = /♦([* n W] A tp).

Remark. By hypothesis [X n W] = [X • W] since the multiplicity of a trans-

versal intersection is one.

Proof. We first observe that [X] A tj = a»([A"] A <j*tj), [A'] A </tj = o,([X']

A <7a*Tj), where A" = a~x(X) C V[W]. This is true since for any smooth form

a, [X] A ij(a) = fxx^xtj A a = Swttx-wV A a = Snegx-ea*V A o*a since X
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n If has measure zero in X by hypothesis. We observe that the integrals

converge by Proposition 5.3.

Now since these are equations of currents we can localize, or equivalently, we

break up <j*tj by a partition of unity so that we may assume o*tj = (2mt)~xdt

A $ + f, where t = 0 is a local defining equation for E = o_1(If ) and $ and f

are smooth forms supported in the domain of t. Of course tj = a* o*tj. For this tj

(6.2)   u = d([X'] A a*r¡) - [X'] A do*i) = (d([X'] A (2mt~x)dt)) A $.

Let U be an open set contained in domain t. The current

v = d([X'] A (2wit)-ldt)

clearly does not depend on the choice of t. We claim that the restriction

v \u = [X' (1 E r\ U]. If this is verified, then we will have, by (6.2), u

= [X' n £] A f

We wish to show that v \v is determined by its restriction to U —

Sing(A"' D E). One way to prove this is to follow the proof of Proposition 5.3

and lift the form (2mt)~xdt by t = X -* X', a resolution of the singularities of X

such that {( « t = 0} is a divisor with normal crossings D, counted with

multiplicities. Then d[T*(2mt)~x dt] = [D] and tJ£>] = d[(2irit)-x dt] on X' and

this is the current defined by a locally Ii function on X' n E by Proposition 5.1.

Since this is a closed current the function is constant on Reg(A" D E). Since

dt ¥= 0 for the set Reg X' n E dense in Reg(A" D E), by an easy computation,

essentially given in Example 1.2, this Ii function = 1.

A second way of concluding this is by a general theorem of Fédérer on the

supports of flat currents, of which v is an example (cf. [8] or discussion in [19]

about measure support).

We have now verified that

d([X] A tj) - [X] A c/tj = a.« = a, ([AT' n E] A $).

Now for X = V, this says that a« ([E] A \fr) = <p. That is the integration of $ over

the fiber of the Pm_1 bundle E over W is tp. But X' n E is just the same bundle

restricted to a P""1 bundle over X n W'. Thus a» ([A" n E] A if) = [X n W]
A tp.   D

Theorem 63. Let X be a k-dimensional complex subvariety of the complex n-

manifold V and let W be an m-dimensional complex submanifold of V such that

dim (A' n W) = k + m-n. For any tj G Ä(V {W}) with

d[r)]-[dv] = kW]   forq>eAs(W)

and i: W -* V the inclusion, we have the following equation of currents:

d([X] At,)- [X] A dr¡ - UQX ■ W] A tp).

Corollary 6.4. For X and V as in Theorem 6.3, let j: Y -* V be a subvariety of

dimension m and let u G ^"'(Kx V{A}) be such that d[p] - [<//x] = [A] and
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p¡: supp u -» V is proper, i = 1, 2. Then for any xP E AS(Y), if[p] = T¿*[xp] (cf.

Proposition 4.7(c)) then d([X] A p) - [X] A dp = [X • Y] A xp.

Proof of Corollary 6.4. The current [X] A p = p2*([X X Y]'A p A p*xxf); the

proof is implicit in Proposition 5.4, although this case is much simpler. If in

Theorem 6.3 we replace V by Vx V, W by A, X by X X Y and tj by p A p*x xp we

are done, using the fact that/?2*[A x Y • A] = [X ■ Y] [19, part 4.1].   D

Corollary 6.5. The results in Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 6.4 remain true if there

is a form p with d"[p] - [d"p] = i*[tp] or [A], respectively. Then d"([X] A p)

- [X] A d"p = [X ■ W] A tp, etc.

Proof of Corollary 6.5. Observe that d[p] - [dp] - d"[p] - [d"p] since

d'[rxdt Axp] = [rldt A d'xp].    D

Proof of Theorem 63. Since the theorem is local we may assume that V is an

open subset of C.

We wish to look at the family of all translations of X. Let Z C X X C be

{(x,z): x — z G A'} and it: Z -> C be the projection. Now for any open subset

U C V with compact closure. V C V there is a polydisk 0 G A C C such that

iT~x(à) n Z n £/ X C is a subvariety of £/ X C. (We are taking translates of X

and thus translating boundary points of X into the interior of V; for any

relatively compact U, small translations of X are still subvarieties of U.) Call this

subvariety Z' and let W = (W n Í/) x A and tj' = />*tj, where p = Kx C"

-+ K. After possibly restricting A further, each Z'z = X + z intersects IF in

dimension & + m — n.

Thus ît: Z' -> A and W C (/ X A satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 5.5.

This says that the currents [Z'z] A tj' and [Z'z] A dr¡ vary continuously in z.

Now if we set Xz = X + z, the translation of X by z, then [Z'z] = [A; X {z}]. The

multiplicities are one because the map ir: Z' -* A is a local product. Thus the

current d([Xz] A tj) - [A;] A í/tj = p*(d([Z'z] A tj') - [Z'z] A d-q), which is de-

fined on U, varies continuously in z.

Now we claim *hat for almost all z in A, Xz satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma

6.1. Suppose that the coordinates in V have been chosen initially so that

W = L~x(0) for some linear map C -» C~m. If

B = {x G Reg A: rank ¿(L |*)x < n - m),

by Sard's theorem L(ß) has measure 0. But L(A) contains a neighborhood of 0

since dim(L~x(w) n X) = k + m - n for small w by upper semicontinuity of

dimension [12, p. 159]. Also the set of w such that

dim(L-1(w>) D Sing A') = k + m - n is a set of measure zero also by Sard's

theorem.
Thus we have arrived at the following situation. We have two continuous

families of currents depending on z G A:

(&)d([Xz] At,)-ft] ArfTj,
(b) i*([Xz • W] A tp), which is continuous by [19, Definition 4.1.3 and Theorem

3.3.2].
Furthermore, the families (a) and (b) are equal on a dense subset of A by
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Lemma 6.1 and the remarks above; consequently they are equal for all z. If we

set z = 0 we are done.   D

Corollary 6.6. If X and Y are r- and s-subvarieties of V such that X • Y is defined

and <p and \p are forms cohomologous to X and Y in H*(V,Q*) ^ H*(T%p) or

H*(V,Û*) at H*(TF*%*.+*) then [X • Y] is cohomologous to tp A ^ in the respec-

tive group.

Proof. By Theorem 4.11 there is an tj G A"*(V X V[A]) such that [Y]

= d"Tn[Y] + \¡/x, where ifo is a smooth form (if we are treating the case of

Dolbeault cohomology) and \¡/x — ip = d"a, for some smooth o. By Corollary 6.5,

[X-Y] = d"([X] A TV[Y]) + [X] A uV, = [X] A * + d"([X] A (T¿Y] + a)).

Thus [X • Y] is cohomologous to [A"] A u\ But [A"] — tp = d"u for some current

u of type (u — k, n — k — 1). Thus [X • Y] is cohomologous to tp A uV +

d"(u A \f/). The argument for the cohomology of ß is the same.   D

Remark. If we define the residue Res^ij = d[n] — [drj], this says that the

residue of the restriction to X is the intersection of X with the residue; this idea

is developed more fully in the next section.

The local residue theory of this section can be used to study the Lefschetz fixed

point theorem and the theory of Bott and Baum [1]. We hope to treat this in

another place.

7. An intersection formula, (a) Let If be a ^-dimensional complex submanifold

of the complex n-manifold V and let tp be a form in FJArc(W) such that dtp = 0.

Then by Theorem 2.13(a) there is a i|>E FJ+n-kAre+2n-2k(V) and an tj

G F'+"-^í+2"-2*-1(f{lf}) such that /,[tp] = d[r¡] + [uV], where i: If -+ fis the

inclusion.

If [X] is the current defined by an s-dimensional complex subvariety of V with

both positive and negative integer multiplicities, then if [X] is homologous to zero

(to be made precise below) we will show that there exists a Z-chain C, a current,

such that dC = [X] and

(7.1) C(t) = (C • W)(<p)

for any closed form tp G Fs+k~n+xA2^'+k~'')+x(W) as above. The intersection chain

If • C will be defined below so that d(W ■ C) = If • [A'] as denned in the

previous section.

This formula can be applied to establish certain functorial properties of the

Abel-Jacobi mappings of complex analytic cycles on compact Kahler manifolds

into the associated intermediate Jacobian varieties. This argument is indicated

and verified in part in [10]; a complete discussion will appear in [20].

To explain the nature of (7.1) a bit further, if C is a differentiable singular

chain, the equations becomes
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The analogous situation on a real manifold M occurs if dC = 0. Say, for

simplicity, that dim C + dim V = dim M and <p = 1, the constant function.

Then W = d[r\w] + xpw and C = d[qc] + xpc, where xpw and xpc are C°°. Equation

(7.2) becomes fw.c 1 = /c xpw = fM xpc A xpM since dr¡c(xpM) = 0. In other words

this says that intersection in homology is dual to exterior product in de Rham

theory; this can be proved using smoothing [28]. To show (7.2) in the real case it

is essential to assume that dC = 0 since the difference in the two sides should be

dC(t¡w) if this is defined. In the complex case we can extend this result by making

restrictions on the type of dC and tp which make this term vanish.

First we wish to define an integer homology theory with a complex of chains

large enough to include all complex analytic cycles [A']. We designate by

7rloc(F) C %(V) the group of locally integral currents in the sense of Fédérer and

Fleming [8]. The elements of this group are chains which have tangent spaces

almost everywhere and whose boundaries are chains of the same sort; thus

iz(7fIoc(F)) C Irx*x(V). For any i-dimensional complex subvariety X C V, [X]

G 721JC(K) since [A"] is given by integration over the submanifold Reg X with

locally finite volume in V and since d[X] = 0.

We will need to know the support property: if « G 7rIoc(F) and supp u is

contained in a submanifold i: W -» W, then u — /'» «' for a unique m' G IXoc(W).

Thus if W has dimension less than r, u = 0 [8, pp. 372-373]. Also, the integral

currents Ir(V) = 7rloc(K) A &r(V) are the chains with compact support; if

/: V\ ~* V2 is smooth,^m G Ir(V2) whenever u E Ir(Vx).

Also, if u¡ G %(V¡),i = 1, 2, the product uxXu2E %+ri(Vx X V2) is the

unique current such that ux X u2(p\<px A p^tpj = «1(<pi)m2(<P2) for <p, G A'¿(V¡)

and the projections p¡. If u¡ E 7,loc(F/), then «, X u2 E 7^(K| X V2) and

d(ux X u2) — ±dux Xu2± «] X du2.

Suppose/: [0,1] X V-* F is a smooth map, where [0,1] C R is the closed unit

interval. We shall also designate by [0,1] the current in 7[(R) given by integrating

a 1-form over the unit interval. Then for any current u G &'r(V), we will define

the homotopy operator Kf: &'r(V) -» S'r+x(V) by Kf(u) = /,([0,1] X h). Then for

any such u,

dK(u) - K(du) = /„« - /„,«,

where/: V ̂ * Fmeans/(x) = f(i,x). Observe that if u G 7r(K), all the currents

in this equation are integral currents (cf. [8, p. 363]).

For the rest of this section, we will, after some preparation, define an

intersection u • IF for certain currents u. This definition will be made so that (7.1)

holds for such currents. Then, since for once we are interested in homology with

Z coefficients, we will define a subgroup 7,l0C(F{IF}) of integral currents which

have intersections with W and show that 77*(7loc(F{IF})) at H,(V,Z). This will

demonstrate the existence of an integral chain C such that (7.1) holds.

(b) Extensions and residues of currents along IF. If m G %(V — W) is a current
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of order zero, then it may be possible to extend « to a current ä E %(V). Since

the coefficients of u are measures, it is possible that for any tp G Arc(V) the

restriction tp \v_w is integrable with respect to u; in this case we set «(tp)

= w(tp \y-w) (see [23] for details). If ü exists we call it the simple extension of u.

If 0 < X, < 1 is a sequence of smooth functions in f - If such that supp X,

D supp tp D f - If is compact for all i and if X¡(x) -» 1 for all x G V — Was

i -* oo, then u(tp) = lim,.,«, w(X, tp) if ü exists.

Now if « G %(V- W) then o?u G %(V[W] - E) is defined, since a:

V[W] - E -» V - If is biholomorphic.

Definition 73. If v E ty'XV) is of order zero, then the simple lift va

= (oil(v \V-W))~ G %(V[W]). If v, exists, we say v is simply liftable at W.

Notice that o*v„ = (v \y-iy)~, which does not necessarily equal v at points of

If.

Definition 7.4. A current u E ^(V) is current transversal to Wif u = o* u„ and

du = ot(du)a and if « A tj and du A tj are simply liftable at If for all

tj G AS(V{W}), any i.

Remark. If u and du are the currents of integration over manifolds or

subvarieties M and dM, then u is current transversal if M n If and dM D W

are sets of measure zero in M and dM and if i*tj is locally Ii on both M and dM

(i being the inclusion). If the real dimension of M is 0 or 1, this means

M H W = 0 (let tj = t~xdt). If u = [X], X a complex subvariety, it suffices by

Proposition 5.3 that no component of X is contained in W. If u = [p],

(i E AJ(V[W}) is such that d\p] = [d¡i\, then u is current transversal to If.

Definition 7.5. If m G ^(V) and u and du are of order zero, then the residue

Res^w = du — ((du) \v_wy.

For this section we will write Res u = Res^u.

The restriction above is merely defined by restricting measures. The equation

i*Vp\ — d[f]] + [\p] which we have encountered before in Theorem 2.13 may be

written now as i'*[tp] = Res[7j].

An interesting fact that follows from the support property proved by Fédérer

is that there is a unique current res u E %_X(W) such that »»res u = Res «, if

/': If -* V is the inclusion. It is clear that res[rj] = [tp] in the previous paragraph;

indeed for any tj G AS(V{W}), resf-rj] is a smooth form.

(c) Intersections of currents with W.

Definition 7.6. A current u G %(V) is of intersection type along If if « is

current transversal to If and if there is a (necessarily unique) current u • W

G %(W) such that res(« A tj) = (-1)J(« • If) A res tj for all tj G A9(V{W}),

where s = r — 2 codim W.

Note. The sign is chosen so that d(u • W) = du • W if both are defined.

We observe from the definition that if tj is any form in A2d~x(V{W}) such that

Res[ij] = [If], then u • W = res(« A tj). In particular, if d = coding If = 1,

« • If is the current locally given by (-l)'res(M A t~xdt) where If = {t = 0}
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locally. Since res(w A t~xdt) is independent of the choice of t, any u which is

current transversal to IF, with d = 1, is of intersection type.

Remark. It may be worthwhile to point out that if Nt is the e-tubular

neighborhood about W and Xe is the characteristic function of Nt, we may define

"v ■ dNJ'= ±(d(v A (1 - x,)) - (du) A (1 - x«)).

Then v • W = linv^ "• 9A7'A tj, if Res tj = [IF]. The intersection of v with W

is the limit of the integration of tj over the intersection of v with the normal

sphere bundle.

Definition 7.7. IXoc(V{W}) is the group of currents u E IXoc(V) such that u and

du are of intersection type along W and u • W E IX%¡(W), d = codim W. We

also require that supp u n W = 0if r <2d.

Notice that (du) • W = d(u • W) is also a locally integral current.

Proposition 7.8.7/A to a complex k-subvariety of V such that X • W is defined as

in [19], then [A] G I&iViW}) and [X] ■ W = [X • W].

Proof. This is a corollary of Theorem 6.3.   D

A reason that [X] satisfies Definition 7.7 is that [X]„ • E is locally the product

current of [X] • W and the fiber P¿_1 of the bundle it: E -* W induced by a. An

invariant way of expressing that a current v E ^(£) is locally a product with

the fiber in this way is that there exists a current v' E %-id^iW) such that

v(xp) = v'(ir*xp) for any \p G Arc(E). The smooth form it^xp is the result of

integrating along the fiber, i.e. [71* xp] = 77* [xp]. In this case we say that v = 77 V

since this map extends the map it* on forms. This local product criterion actually

characterizes currents of intersection type.

Proposition 7.9. A current v E ^¿(F) which is current transversal to W is of

intersection type if and only if there exists a current v' G ^^--¡¿(W) such that

ir*v' = va • E; this v" is necessarily v • W. Here it: E -* W as above and codim W

= d.

Proof. For v of intersection type and for any tj G A'(V{W)), Res(v A tj)

= ovRes(t>„ A a*Tj), which means by Definition 7.7 that

(7.10) v • W A res[Tj] = ir*(va • £ A res[o*Tj]).

Given any xp E Arc~2(E) we can find by partition of unity an

tj' G Aïx(V[W]{E})

such that res[Tj'] = [xp]. Let tj = omt}'; then a*i, = t,' and Res[17] = a* Res[a*ij]

implies that res[Tj] = [ir^xp]. Substituting this into (7.10) gives v • Wfaxp) = v0

• E(xp), which proves half the proposition.

It is straightforward to reverse the argument: Res(i> A tj) = o> Res(i/„ A o*tj)

implies res(i> A tj) = (-l)kir^(va • E A res[o*Tj]) = (-l)V A 7r*res[o*Tj] = v'

A resfij] by hypothesis, since 77,(77*m A xp) — u A ir^xp. This last is true since for

any tp of the right degree 77,(77*« A xp)(tp) = ir*u(xp A ir*tp) = u(ir^(xp A ir*q>))

bydefinition;but77,(^ A 77*<p) = (77, xp) A 77*9 (check on another test form). D
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This criterion lets us say that any real semianalytic chain which is current

transversal to If has intersection type. It also makes clear that oriented

submanifolds intersecting If transversally have intersection type as currents and

that the intersections are the same.

(d) Homology theory. In this section we will prove that i/„(/loc(f{If})) is the

usual homology of V with coefficients in Z. The homology theory that we will use

is Borel-Moore homology, which agrees with singular homology on manifolds.

Given a family of supports $, let 7f*(f{If}) be the group of currents

u E Jrloc(f {If}) such that supp u G $. Of course if c = {K C f ; K compact},

Ir(V{W}) = /fc(f{If}). These groups form a chain complex with boundary

operator d: 7r*(f{If}) -> Irtx(V{W}) being the d operator on currents. This

differs by a sign of (—1),+1 from the usual boundary on chains, but we will use it

for convenience.

Theorem 7.11. If W is a complex submanifold of V with dim If < dim f, then

//*(Z*(f{If})) at Hf(V,Z), the Borel-Moore homology of V with integer coeffi-

cients.

Proof. By [4, p. 226],. it suffices to prove the lemma below.

Lemma 7.12. Every x E V has a fundamental system of coordinate polydisk

neighborhoods A, such that Hr(I.(A¡{A¡ n If})) =* Hrc(A¡,Z) <=¿ Z if r = 0 and

=¿ 0 i/r * 0.

Proof of lemma. First we check the case that W = 0. Then if A, is carried by

the coordinate map onto a polydisk or any convex region in C containing 0, we

let/(i,*) ■» f(tx) give a map/: [0,1] x A, -» A,. If Kj is the associated homotopy,

as described in §7(a), then for any u E Ir(A¡) with du = 0, u = /0« « — dKfu. But

/0* « is an integral current supported on the 0-dimensional manifold (0), so by the

support property of §7(a), /0* u = 0 if r > 0 and/0« u = n[0] if r = 0, n E Z.

This proves the lemma and Theorem 7.9 if If = 0 and we note here that the

same proof and result hold if fis just a C°° real manifold. We will use this below.

Now we must prove (7.10) for x G If # 0. Let A¡ be any neighborhood of x

that is carried by local coordinates onto a polydisk Am X A", m > 0, with

A, n If = 0 X A", Am and A" being any polydisks in C" and C".

Let g: [0,1] X Am X A" -> Am X A" be given by g(t,w,z) = (w,tz). Taking the

associated homotopy operator we have u = gotu - dKgu for any u G Ir(Am

X A"{0 X A"}) with du = 0. Then if we show that Kgu E Ir+x(Am X A"{0 X A"})

for any such u, then we will have shown that u is homologous to the current g0* ">

which is supported in Am x 0. By the support property of §7(a), g0* u = i* «o, ' the

inclusion of Am into Am X 0, for a unique mq G /r(Am). By uniqueness du0 = 0.

Now if r > 2m, mq = 0 and thus g0* u = 0.1fr = 2m then u0 E ^'°(Am), and

du0 = 0 implies «0 = [c], the current associated to a constant function, by

Corollary 2.3 (p = 0). But u0 is compactly supported so c = 0 and g0* u = 0.
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If r < 2m by Definition 7.7 we have 0 g supp «q and thus «0 G 7,(Am - {0}).

But 77,(7. (A™ - {0})) at HJ(Am - (0},Z) at Z if r = 0, 2m - 1 and ^ 0 if
r # 0, 2m - 1 by the case W = 0 proved at first. Thus if r # 0, 2m - 1,
Uq = dv,v E 7f+1(Am - {0}) and g0, « = <#„ v. If r = 0, 2m - 1, Uq = dt» + kv^

k E Z, where t/ G 7r+1(Am - {0}) and v0 = [{y}], y E Am - 0, or v0 = [S,],

S1, = [w: \w\ = e}, respectively. Since i*v E 7,+1(Am x A"{0 X A"}), everything is

proved except for the case r = 2m — 1, when u is homologous to i*[S(]. But

»*&] = -di*[Be], where £t = {w G A": |w| < e). Since, by Proposition 7.8,

it[Bt] E 72m(Am x A"{0 x A"}), we are done after we prove that Ksu G

UA"XA"{0XA"}).
We prove that if v G ^(A™ x A") has intersection type along 0 x A", then so

does Kgv and furthermore Kg(v • (0 x A")) = (Kgv) • (0 x A"). This clearly suf-

fices since under the hypotheses of this lemma the current on the left-hand side

is an integral current.

Let g': [0,1] x Âm X A" -» Âm X A" be given by g'(t,x,z) = (x,tz). As usual
a: Âm X A" -> Am X A" and a~l(0 X A") = £.

Given v it is clear that (Kgv)„ = Kg.va = g'*([0,1] X va) since the latter is a

current of order zero which agrees with the former on the complement of £ and

for both of which £ is a set of measure zero. By the same reasoning (Kg-v\ A p

= Kg.(v„ A g*p) for any p E As(hm X A"{£}). Notice that g*p is still of residue

type if u is.

Choose any p such that g*p = p and Res p = [£]; for example p

= (277i)-1a*i/'log2 kl2- Then, by Definition 7.6, (Kg.v„) • £
= (-l)'+1res((7Çi<,) A p) = (-l)'+lKg.(Ks(v. A p)) = Kg,(va- £). This says

that (Kgv)0 • £ is a product of the fiber Pm_1 with Kg(v • (0 x A")) since v, • E is

such a product. Thus, by Proposition 7.9, Kgv is of intersection type and

(V).(OXA") = Kg(v(0xA")).   D
Remark. Because of the application to [10] we have dealt only with Z-

homology, but it is clear that the strong intersection currents, the currents « such

that u and du are intersection type, give a homology (or cohomology) theory that

agrees with the usual theory with coefficients in C and that pairs naturally with

^(V{W)). One could also do Dolbeault theory along the lines of §3.

(e) An intersection formula. All the essentials for showing (7.1) have now been

established. In this section we will spell out what we have proved and how to

complete the demonstration.

By Definition 7.6 any current v of degree s which has intersection type along

W satisfies

(-l)'k(v • W A res t,) = Res(i> A r,) = d(v At,)- ((d(v A t,)) |r_,y)~

for any t, g Ar(V{W)). But since v and dv are current transversal,

((d(v A t,)) \y.w)~ = dv A tj + (-i)'v A dt\   for v G <%"(V).
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Lemma 7.14. // dv above is in FPSv"s(V) and tj G F"Ar(V{W}), with p + q

> dim V, then i*(v • If A res tj) = (-l)'d(v A tj) - v A dr\.

Proof. Since dv A tj = 0, immediate from discussion above.   D

Theorem 7.15. Let [X] E ^(f ) be the current defined by the complex

subvariety X C V with (positive and negative) integer multiplicities; and suppose that

[X] is homologous to zero in H^V,Z) at H2k(I't(V)). Then if [X] • W is defined

for a submanifold W C V of codimension d, there is an integral current c

6 Iik+i(V{W}) such that dc = [A"] and d(c • W) = [X] ■ W. If tp is any closed

form in Fk~d+XA^~2d+X(W), then for any i¡> G P*+l^f+1(f) which equals /*[<p]

+ dv for some v E Fk+x&,2k(V),

cty) = c • If (tp).

Remark. This means that /»[tp] and $ are cohomologous in Hk(V,ß*+1); by

Theorem 2.13 we can choose v = [tj], tj G Fk+xA2k(V{W}). Then res[Tj] = <p

and — di] = \f>.
Proof. We can choose such a c by Theorem 7.11. The equality is true by

Lemma 7.14 having chosen tj with i^[tp] - \p = d[rj] by the remark above. D

8. Residues in cohomology. If If C V is a complex submanifold of codimen-

sion d, there is a long exact sequence of local cohomology:

(8.1) ->//¿(f,C)->/T(f,C)-»/T(f- If.C)-»---

where there is the natural Thom isomorphism H¿,(V,C) = Hr~2d(W,C) since If

is nonsingular.

We would like to express this in terms of residue forms and currents. Take the

resolutions:

(a) 0 -» Cw -> Slg, -** %xw -** • • • by C00 forms on If given by (2.4)(i).

(b) 0 -» Cp -* Ky(W) -** Kv{w) -*»••• by residue currents on V given by

(2.11a).

Also the complex of sheaves

(c) %V{W} -ß* Wv{w} -*'•' where Sl^} is the sheaf on f of germs of forms in

Ary(Wy We stress that this complex is not exact for the operator Dtj = </tj (not

d[rj] as in (b)). The cohomology sheaf of this complex is Cv in dimension 0 and

Cw in dimension 2d — 1. By a spectral sequence argument, since this agrees with

the local cohomology sheaves %^W(V,C) on f we have:

Proposition 8.2.

Hr   rrn - ii'iV    WC\ - Ket(D:A'(V{W})^A"x(V{W}))
Hy.w(V,C) -H(V- W,C)-z>(^->(f{If}))-*

Proof. As indicated above, use spectral sequences or use Theorem 6.5 of [25].

D
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We write this latter de Rham group as Hr(A(V{W})) and the groups for (a)

and (b) as Hr(A(W)) and H'(W(V{W})). Then we have a long exact sequence:

(8.3) -* Hr~2d(A(W)) -^ Hr(W(V [W})) -*» Hr(A(V{W})) -» • • •

which corresponds to the sequence (8.1) under the isomorphisms induced by (a),

(b), (c).

The maps are induced by the maps of complexes:

(i) /«: A'-^W) -* <^'r(V{W}) given by tp ̂  /«[tp], i: W-+Vbeing the inclu-

sion.

(ii) p: eD'r(f{If}) -» Ar(V{W}) is the restriction to V - If followed by simple

extension.

(iii) res: Ar(V{W}) -* Ar~2d+x(W) takes tj -► resfo].

The maps (i) and (ii) induce the corresponding maps in (8.3) and the map of

(iii) induces the coboundary map:

Hr(A(V{W})) -=* Hr~2d+X(A(W))

corresponding to H'(V - W, C)-** H^*x(V,C).

There is also a sequence dual to (8.1).

(8.4) • • • <- H^-^W, C) <±- H^~r(V, C) «*- H^-^V - W, C) **-.

If these spaces are represented by the de Rham groups of smooth forms, the

pairing of forms in A2^~r(V) and the currents in fy"(V {W}) induces the pairing

between (8.4) and (8.1).

However, if we are interested in writing the dual sequence to (8.1) as

homology:

(8.5) • • - <- /ÇLM(»f ) «*- Hrc(V) «*- Hf{V -W)<-

where c' means supports K C V — W such that K C f is compact.

We can get a pairing with the currents in tf>'r(V[W}) if we represent homology

by the strong intersection currents mentioned at the end of §7. For Z homology

we get a pairing using Ir(V[W}). The map /* in (8.5) is given by intersection with

If; ft is the inclusion of the currents with zero intersection with If. The

boundary map is given by taking the local product of the current with the fiber

of the normal sphere bundle of If (the dual to integrating forms over the fiber)

and imbedding this in V — W.

This construction is well known (cf. [26]) but it seemed worthwhile to point out

that it fits very naturally and rigorously into the theory developed in this paper.
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